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25 January 2021 

 

ANC’s unrighteous and racist policies are destined for division, economic collapse, and failure 

Unfortunately, as usual, the masses at large will bear the brunt of selfish and crass idiocy. This approach to 
meddling with property rights is not brain surgery. Stupid is as stupid does. 
 
What prevents brain-washed communist indoctrinated minds from understanding some basics? 
For example ….. 

 What is the South African government’s expected outcome from illogical amendments to what is 
currently recognised internationally as one of the best constitutions in the world?; 

 South African government already owns the vast majority of land, which is largely unutilised. Property 
could be applied for and transferred to those who qualify for state assistance; 

 The masses across the country need ownership of their 'RDP & Municipal’ rented homes. If those tenants 
are not afforded rights to those properties, how does government propose doing so and thus establish 
a working property ownership transfer policy for all who apply; 

 The Free Market Foundation has a plethora of documents, papers, research, policy formulations, legal 
and many other resources that can safely advise a way forward; 

 There is no shortage of similar registered/accredited organisations local and internationally that would 
not be prepared to assist with knowledge and input to properly advise regarding what does not need to 
be meddled with, either legislatively or practically; 

 The simple fact is, we will always have poor people amongst us. 
 
There is no silver bullet to creating equality, and the more any government or politician meddles in anything, 
the worse that situation becomes. We have a 27-year history/ track record to support that statement! 
 
Be cognisant of all these points and others’ inputs, putting all prejudices aside, for the betterment of our 
nation South Africa & all who have genuine tenure here. 
 
Kevin Northern 


